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Organisations involved:
Chloros Environmental,
3rd Party Customer and
Distribution Centre,
Somerset

CASE STUDY
Rapid clearance and ongoing hazardous
waste management strategy for
distribution centre

THE CHALLENGE
A third party waste management company approached
Chloros Environmental to conduct regular collections of
hazardous waste at one of their customers sites. The
customer was keen to remove a stock of over 100 x 60L
containers with a vast range of hazardous contents, many
without labels, which their previous contractor had
neglected. Due to increasing demand for space the
company required a site clearance and an ongoing
solution for their waste strategy very rapidly.
The unsorted waste took up a
large area of the courtyard

THE SOLUTION
Chloros Environmental’s qualiﬁed chemists attended site in
full Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and analysed the
customer’s wastes and reviewed their ongoing disposal
requirements. This involved segregating the various waste
types by both their ongoing treatment method and hazard
classiﬁcation.
Using basic in-situ tests to establish and conﬁrm the
identity of the wastes, including those not readily
recognisable from the packaging/labels, the chemist was
able to classify the wastes for ongoing shipment and
technical analysis.
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When the segregation and identiﬁcation of the wastes was
complete, the process of packaging took place. In
accordance with current ADR Regulations, Chloros
Environmental supplied UN Approved packaging where
compatible wastes are packed into containers, ranging in
size from 10 litre to 205 litre, using inert packing media such
as vermiculite to ensure safety and compliancy to the
highest standards. Waste is then palletised, wrapped
securely, then loaded onto a ﬂatbed vehicle for transfer to
our independent licensed hazardous waste disposal facility.
A comprehensive list of wastes prepared for each
consignment removed from site individually details the
individual type of waste, its hazardous components,
physical state, the European Waste Catalogue Code (EWC
Code), Risk Phrase(s), Hazard Code(s), UN Number,
Transport Class and Packing Group. This detailed process
can only be undertaken by fully qualiﬁed, trained industry
experts.

THE RESULTS
Comprehensive system developed for site’s
hazardous wastes—The adaptability of Chloros’
system will prevent the build up of waste in the future.
Cost saving of over 30% for customer based on
previous waste collection strategy.
All wastes handled by industry experienced
chemist—peace of mind for customer.
Segregated and palletized
waste ready for collection
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Less cluttered courtyard—freed up space for other
uses.
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